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Relations satisfied by double q-zeta values 
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Abstract 

We present recent results and conjectures for multiple q-zeta values. By that, we 
focus on our efforts to generalize the work of Gangl-Kaneko-Zagier to double q—zeta 
values. 

lntrod uction 

In this note we study the relations, which are satisfied by single and double q-zeta values. 

We start by recalling some aspects of multiple q-zeta values in section one. In section two 

we analyze distinct sets of relations and in the last section we study the interplay between 

those relations and the relations satisfied by single and double zeta values. We assume 

that the reader is familiar with the basic results for multiple zeta values and we use the 

notation as in [8]. 
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1 Multiple q-zeta values 

Many of the most basic concepts in mathematics have so-called q-analogues, where q 

is a formal variable such that the specialization q→ 1 recovers the usual concept. In 
this report we will study the following q-analogues of multiple zeta values. If not stated 
otherwise, the results in this section are obtained in [6]. 

Defimtion 1.1. For integers s1, ... , s1~1 and Q1(t) E tQ[t] and仙(t)... , Q1(t) E Q[t] 
we call 

“釘，...,sz;Q1, ... ,Qリ=~
Q1(炉） Qz(炉）

n1>…>n1>0 
(1-呼）s1 (1 _ qn1)釘

. . . E Q[[ql] 

a multiple q-zeta value. 
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The condition Q1(t) E tQ[t] assures (q(s1, ... , sz; Q1, ... , QリEQ[[q]]. Moreover, since we 

have for s1 > 1 

匝(1-q)•1+··+•1(g(s1, ... , sz; Qi, ... , Qz) = Q1(l)・ ・ ・Qパ1)・((S1,... , Sz) , 

such series indeed give q-analogues of multiple zeta values1. 

Definition 1.2. We set磯；0) = 1 and define the Q-vector space of multiple q-zeta 
values to be 

Zq :=<(q(s1,---,sz;Q1,--•,Qz) I l:::::: 〇，釘，..., s1 :::::: 1, deg(Qj)'.S Sj〉・
IQ 

In fact名 isa Q-algebra, for example, it is 

(q(s丘Q1)・(q(s2;Qり=(q(s1, s2; Qぃ仙）＋令(s2,s1; Q2, Qリ＋令（釘＋的；Q1" Q2), 

and clearly deg Q1・Q2'.S釘十 s2if degQjさSjfor j = l, 2. 
This model free approach to multiple q-zeta values recovers previously known multiple 
q-zeta values, where special choices for the Q;(t) have been made, e.g. the Bradley-
Zhao model, the Schlesinger-Zudilin model and its extension by Ebrahimi-Fard-Manchon-
Singer, the Okounkov-model and others, see e.g. [6], [13]. 

Remark 1.3. Caution: 釘十・• • + s1 does not give a good notion of weight for (q-Also 
l will not be used to define the depth. Instead, we will consider a class of q-series which 
also spans the space名 anduse these series to define a weight and a depth filtration on 
z q・ 

Defimt10n 1.4. For natural numbers s1, ... , Sz :::::: 1 and r1, …, r1 :::::: 0 the bi-brackets are 
defined by 

（釘，...'S1) 吋P.,-1 (炉） ••• n?P釘ー1(炉） E Q[[ql]' 
r1, ...'r1 q 

＝片・L (1 -qn1)•1 ... (1 _ qni)釘

n1>…>ni>O 

where K = (r1!(s1 -1)! ... r1!(s1 -1)!)―1 and the Piい (t)are the Eulerian polynomials 
defined by 

Pい (t)

(1-t)k 
= Li1-k(t) = L dk-lt叫

d>O 

For example we have P0(t) =代(t)= t and P2(t) =『+t. If門＝．．．＝乃=0, then 
bi-brackets specialize to the brackets defined in [5j, i.e., 

（〗，信）q = (江，サ=(s1 -1)! -~. (s1 -1)! L (L 叩 vfz)qn 
n>O u砂 1+…十Uz切=n

u1>・・・＞切>0
v,, …，vz>O 

In the case l = 1 we get the classical divisor sumsびk-i(n)= L dk-I and the single 
din 

brackets appear in the Fourier expansion of classical Eisenstein series, which are (quasi)-
modular forms for SL2(Z), for example 

1 
伍＝ ― 五 +(2t, 伍=14140 + (4)' 伍＝一

1 
60480 + (6t 

1 We use the conventionく(s1,... ,sz)=~ 1 
"1 "l・n .. ,n 

れ1>…>nz>O1 l 
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Theorem 1.5. The following equality holds 

Zq =〈(;::: : : : ;; L I l~0, sい...,sl~1, 几，乃 ~o〉Q
The main idea of proof is illustrated by the following example 

じ： ~t = n互。 (1~〗り (ln~q;:2)
= L qn1 qn2 + L 砂 炉 1-qn3 

n1>匹＞〇
(1 -炉） (1―q叫 (1-q叫 (l-q叫 (l-q叫

n1>n2>四 >0

=〈q(l,1; t, t) + (g(l, 1, 1; t, t, 1 -t). 

Remark 1.6. (i) The (bi)-brackets have also a direct connection to multiple zeta val-

ues, since if釘>r1 + 1 and Sj :;:,. 乃+1 for j = 2, .. , l, then 

胚(l-q)"i+ ... +si (::: :::: ;: L = r1! ·-~-·rz! く(s1-r1, …，Sz -rz). (1.1) 

(ii) Another very interesting connection to multiple zeta values is given by the Fourier 
expansion of multiple Eisenstein series, for more details we refer to [1], [7]. 

Definition 1. 7. We endow the space of multiple q-zeta values名 withthe weight-
filtration Filw resp. depth-filtration FilD induced by the notion of weight and depth 
defined on the bi-brackets, namely the sum of all the indices si and ri and the number l. 

Conjecture 1.8. We conjecture the following refinements of Theorem 1.5. 

(BO) 

Zq =〈（釘，..., Sz) ふ >r; fo/ a11~= 1, ... , l〉
r1, • • • , rz q si + r; odd, if l -i odd Q 

and this spanning set respects the weight and depth filtration given in Definition 1. 7. 

(Bl) Multiple q-zeta values are linear combinations of brackets. 

(B2) Multiple q-zeta values are linear combinations of 1112311-brackets, i.e. 

名＝〈（江…，sz) si E {1, 2, 3} for all i = 1, ... , l . 〉Q
In contrast to the case of multiple zeta values, where it is expected that ((s1, …, sz) with 
si E {2, 3} form basis, we have relations among the brackets in (B2) starting in weight 6. 

Given the alphabet Az = {zs,r Is 2". 1, r 2". O} we define the quasi-shuffle product◇ on 
Q〈AZ〉recursively.Let u, v E A; be words, then 1◇ U=U◇ 1 = u and 

Z叩 lU◇ Zs汀 2v= z叩 i(u◇ z競，r2V)+ z叩 2(z叩 lU◇ v) + (zs汀 2o Zs1,r1)(u◇ v), 

where 

Zs2n°Zs1,r, = (rl~r2) (Zs, +s2,r心+t況1,s2zi,ri+r2+ f況2,s1Zj,r, +r2) 
j=l j=l 
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and with the Bernoulli numbers Bn we have 

入J = (-1/-1 a + b -j -l Ba+b-; 
a,b (a _ j)  (a + b -j) ! 

Furthermore, we let2 

A(悶羹，9●…翌）＝ 区 Zs, 心…z釘，r1Xf'―i .. ・X↑―ly{'... 炉
s,, ... ,sz?:l 
r1, …, r1?:0 

be the generating series of words of depth l. Then for each l we set 

T (A(岱羹，'.・.点）） =A(芯ぶ＿？瓜，，~1ぷド岱）
and define the involution T on (Q〈AZ〉bysetting 

叫，m…Zs1,rJ= coefficient of X戸・・・Xz"l―lY{'...汀 inT (A(悶鸞，・.・.・.・翌））．

Theorem 1.9 ([1],[2]). The vector space of bi-brackets is a Q-algebra with derivation 

疇 Moreprecisely, the map (Q〈Aふ◇）→ Zq given by Z81,r1 ... z句，m→ （悶：：：：：）q is a 

T-invariant algebra homomorphism. 

A key ingredient for the proof is to relate the product◇ to certain functional equations of 

the generating series of bi-brackets and then to check those by using the following explicit 

description 
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ど IJem凡
e罰四

1-eふq叫
E Q[[q]l[[X1, Y1, …，X凶]]• 

m1>…>四>Oj=l

A big quest in the history of multiple q-zeta values had been the search for a model that 

is dimorphic and compatible to multiple zeta values, i.e. it satisfies a stuffie and a shuffie 

formula for the product, which specialize via q→ 1 to the classical double shuffie, see e.g. 

[13]. This is the case for the bi-brackets by employing the identity a・b = T(T(a)・T(b)). 
However, a disadvantage of the bi-brackets is that their product is only filtered and not 

graded with respect to the weight. 

We define now the q-stuffie product * on Q〈Az〉recursively.Let u, v E A; be words, then 
1 * u = u * 1 = u and 

Zs1,riU * Zs2,r2V = z叩 1(U * Zs2,r2 V) + Zs2,r2 (Zs1,r1 U * V) + (Tl; ア） Zs1+s2,r1+r2(u * v). 

We observe that * respects the natural weight grading on Q〈AZ〉givenby the sum of all 
indices s; and r;. 

2More precisely, we denote by A the bimould of generating series for A; ordered by depth, i.e. we 

have a sequence A= (A(~), A(翌訂），…） and it is de紅 bythe number of variables which element we 
have to take. 
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Definition 1.10. We define the algebra zt of formal multiple q-zeta values to be the 
graded algebra with the universal property that any T-invariant algebra homomorphism 

(Q〈Aふ＊）→ A factors through z! ・ 
q' 

1.e. we reqmre a commutative diagramm 

(Q〈Aふ＊）．忍

＼↓ 
A 

Remark 1.11. (i) One could construct Z{ as the polynomial ring in formal variables 
(f (s1, ... ,sz) 
q r1, ... ,rz modulo the relations given by the requirements that the bimould given 

by the generating series of these variables is symmetril and swap-invariant. For the 

reader we explain these notations in an example. Let Z = (Zり），z(悶羹）） be 

the bimould given by 

z(:) = I: ば(;)xs-1yr, z(信：忍） = I: ば（悶：：：）x;1-lx;rly;1巧・2.
s>l s1,s221 
r~O r1,r企 0

Then Z is swap-invariant if and only if 

z(符） =Z(菜）， z(翌忍） =Z(心，1~~リ (1.2) 

and Z is symmetril if and only if 

z(翌）z(初=Z(翌翌）+z(翌釘）+xぶ2(z(兄!lyJ-z(ば2YJ). (1.3) 

For more details on moulds and bimoulds we refer to [11]. 

(ii) The map fJ : zt→ zt given by fJく［（ド：：：霊）＝苫此+1)(! (:~:::::: 賃：：：喜） is a 

derivation. 

For the algebra structure of各 weconjecture the following. 

Conjecture 1.12. The algebra名 isa graded and there is an isomorphism of graded 

algebras zt→ 各

Using the description of忍inthe language of bimoulds, see Remark (1.11) (i), we have 
the following evidence towards Conjecture 1.12. 

Theorem 1.13 ([4] and [3]). There are formal power series 

gげ） = L c(;)x•-1r E名[[X,Y]], 

苓

(1.4) 

9(麿虐）＝ど c(;富）x戸 x;2―1Y{1Y{2E名［［ふ，Yi,X叫]], (1.5) 
s1,s2::>l 
r1,r2::>0 

9(望羹，＇訂） = L c(悶：：：：）X臼 x;2-1x;3ー 1汀 Y{2均 E盆[[X1ぷ，X2,Y;, X3, Ya]], 
s1,s2,s3::>l 
r1, 乃，r3::>。

(1.6) 
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such that the bimould g = (誓），g(魯虐），g(悶羹灼）） • ・1 d 1s symmetn an swap-mvanant 

and such that the coefficients of (1.4),(1.5) and (1.6) successively span 

Fil『（盆） i:;;; Fi麟） i:;;; Fil加（名）．

Observe, according to Conjecture 1.12 the map Z{→ 名 givenbyく［（悶二） r-+ c(悶：：：：喜）
for l = l, 2 and 3 should have an extension to all depths. Below we sketch the proof for 

depth up to 2 only. The method to establish the depth 3 case is slightly more conceptual 
and propably extends to higher depth [3]. 

Idea of Proof: First we prove the existence of a symmetril and swap-invariant bimould 

1i = (間），員唸虐））， where

間）＝一こ竺xk-1_ L応 k-1
k22 2k! k22 2k! 

and the power seriesう（ふぷ2). d Y1,Y2 1s ma e out of a Bernoulli realisation for double zeta values, 
see Remark 3.4. We set 

gげ） ='/j (;) + g (;)' (1.7) 

9(悶：~2) =み(~~:~2) +'/J(~:)g(~:) +'/J(X1½X2)g(Yi~YJ 

_'/J(X1;/2)g(巧:lyJ-~g(兄〗ぶ） + g(~~ ゞ：）． (1.8) 

Then, using the functional equations for the generating series of bi-brackets, we check 
swap-invariance and symmetrility. Now the claim follows, since by Theorem 1.5 the 

coefficients of (1. 7) span Fil~ 図） and those of (1.7) and (1.8) span Fil~ 名）．ロ

Definition 1.14. The coefficients of (1.4),(1.5) and (1.6) are called combinatorial multiple 
Eisenstein series. 

Remark 1.15. (i) This notation is due to the fact that combinatorial multiple Eisen-
stein series of depth one are given by classical Eisenstein series and their derivatives, 
whenever s + r is even. Moreover, similar linear combinations of bi-brackets occur 
in the Fourier expansion of multiple Eisenstein series, see [9], [2], [7]. 

(ii) The combinatorial multiple Eisenstein series satisfy the algebraic double q-shuffie 
relations (see Definition 2.2), namely 

c(ド）c(;~) = c(;~:;~) + c(;~ 二）+C閏r2)c(ド］：：）
=L(釘+:t~rl)ci+;t-k) (-lr-kc(z: し:~r~翌）
l:<;j:<;s1 O:<;k:<;r2 
+L(紅＋：尺―1)(門ごデ）（ー1yi-kG(Z二二翌）
l:<;j:<;s2 O:<;k:<;ri 

+ (•1~s,;2) G (; 二：~i)'
and taking the limit q→ 1 similar to (1.1) yields the algebraic double shuffie relations 
for multiple zeta values (see Definition 3.2). 
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(iii) In addition we have 

q翡91(~) = aiぶ,91(さ）， andq翡92(悶：含） = (ax~ ぶ,1+ ax~~YJ 92 (唸ぶ：）

2 Relations satisfied by  double q-zeta values 

If not stated otherwise, the results in this section are obtained in [4]. 

Notat10n 2 1 
X 

. . Let A be a Q-algebra. In the following Z = (Zい），z(心虐）） denotes 

a bimould of formal power series 

Zげ） =~z(:)xs-iyr E A[[X, Y]], 

急
z(望：ゞ：） =~z(:~ ご）X↑―1x;,-11";.r1Y;2E A[[X1,X2, Y1, Y;il]. 

s1,s22'l 
r,,r22'0 

Definition 2.2. Let Z = (雪），z(翌心）） be a bimould. 

(a) We say Z satisfies the algebraic double q-shuffie relations, if 

z(忍）z(ぢ） =Z(i霊） +z(翌訂） +x凸 (z(Y1!1YJーz(Y1:土））
=Z(~ 闘誓） +z(〗闘窄）＋六 (z(ふ~X2) _ z(ふ炉）） • (2.1) 

X X1,X2 
(b) We say Z satisfies the linear double q-shuffie relation, if Z (y) and Z (巧，y2)solves 

the equation 

z(魯虐） +z(t黛）＋喜X2 に（心）ー z(y~江））
-z(信翌岱）ーz(悶闘や）― Y1バ(z(X⑰)-z(X炉）） = 0. (2.2) 

Remark 2.3. (i) Of course, (a) implies (b). 

(ii) If z = (疇），z(悶虐）） is a symmetril and swap-invariant bimould, then it 

satisfies the algebraic double q-shuffie relations. Since (2.1) is nothing else than the 
expansion of the equality 

z(魯）zG:) = T(T(乞（対））T(z(虐り））

by means of the formula (1.3). 

(iii) If z = (雪），z(翌魯）） • • d 1s a symmetnl an swap-mvariant bimould, then beside 

of (1.2) and (2.2) there are the linear relations inbetween the coefficients of Zけ）
and z(忍羹） given by expanding the equality 

z(翌）Z位） = z(翌）Z鸞）．
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．． 
Propos1t10n 2.4. A Z 

X 
ssume = (叩），z(梵魯）） satisfies the linear double q-shuffie 

relation. 

(a) We have 

Z (~) = Z (i) and Z (~) = 12 Z (~:~) . 

(b) For even k > 4 we have the identities 

L z(霜）＝］鳴）―ヤ冒），
s1 +s2=k 
s1,s2 even 

L z(冒） =~ 鳴）―ヤ(k~り．
s1+s2=k 
s1>l,s2 odd 

Proof. Let Pk be homogenous polynomials of degree k -2 such that 

co 

と叫X1,X叫 Y:i)= z(翌訂） +z(ド：訂） +x凸 (z(yl凶）―z(Y1贔））
k=2 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

-z(信応心）ーz(悶閲岱）ー xぶ(z(X⑰)-z(ふ炉））．

Let cPk (Xf X~) denote the coefficient of X図 inPk, which must be zero by (2.2). Then 
2 

the first identity of (a) is given by Z (。)-zG) = cp2(l) = 0 and the second by 

12z(~:~) -z(~) = 2cp8(Xfxt) -3cp8(XfX芸） + 2cps(xtx芸） = 0. 

The identities in (b) are given by the eq叫 ities

1 1 
-Pk(l,0,0,0)土4匹 (1,-1, 0, 0) = 0. 
2 

仁l

Theorem 2.5. Assume Z = (z(i),z(t霊）） satisfies the algebraic double q-shuffie 

relations, 嗚） =JO and 8 is a derivation on A s.t. oz(;) = s(r + l)z(;!i). Then 

83 Z (~) + 24Z (~) 82 z(~) -36(8Z (~))2 = 0 (2.6) 

and if r + s is even, then there exists a homogenous polynomial gr,s E Q[t1, t2, t3] such 
that 

ze) = 9r,s(z(~),az(~),a2z(~)). 

Idea of proof: We express (2.4) in terms of products, i.e. 

k/2-1 
と噂） z(k~2i) = k + 1 

2 
鳴）―Z冒）．

i=l 

Since in addition Z (い＝六az(kげ）， weget recursion for Z (り 2 
in terms of the Z ( . o o) 

and its derivatives. The formula Z (訂=12z(ふ~) of Proposition 2.4 gives the further 
• 2 z express10n (訂＝訟(~) , which in turn leads to the claimed differential equation. ロ
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Remark 2.6. (i) The space of solutions for (2.6) is small, therefore there are not many 

choices for Z (訂 ingeneral. 

(ii) The above theorem gives an alternative proof of the fact that the ring of quasi-

modular form is generated by G2, a; := q嘉伍 andG~:= (は）2G2. 

(iii) A detailed study of the recursion gives 

z(閉）＝（ー1?-12~~)! (24z(訂+more terms which contain 8 (2.7) 

Definition 2. 7. Let k be even, then we refer to homogenous polynomials p E Q[X1, X2, Y1, Y2] 
of degree k -2 and of the form 

p(X1,X2,Y1,Y2) =p(-X1,X2,-Yi,Y;) = -p(ふ，X忍，Y1)

p(X1, X2, Yi, Y2) -p(ふ +X2,X公汀Y;-Y1) -p(X凶+X2, Y1 -Y;, Y;) = 0, 

as the odd q-period polynomial for 812(.Z) of weight k. 

Theorem 2.8. Let kb A Z 
X 

e even. ssume = (Zい），z(忍虐）） satisfies the linear dou-

ble q-shuffle relation, then each odd q-period polynomial for SL立） of weight k determines 
a Q-linear relations of the form 

>] 
応：z(: 悶） Y] r1 +r2+列＋四=k

r1 +s1 odd 
u1+四＋町＋四=k
u1 +vi even 

μ悶’悶(z(悶ご） +z(~~ 悶））+L 匹，vz(~).
u+v=k 

(2.8) 

More precisely, the rational numbers入s□2, μu1四 andμu,vcan be explicitely calculated r,,r2 v1,v2 
from the coefficients of the q-period polynomial. 

Remark 2.9. (i) The relations (2.8) will be called exotic relations. 

(ii) If the bimould Z satisfies beside the linear double q-shuffie relation no other linear 
relations in weight k, then the vector space of exotic relations actually corresponds 
to the vector space of the odd q-period polynomials of weight k. 

(iii) For example we get in weight 12 

2sz(ご：~) + 150 Z (~:~) + 168 Z (~:~) 

= 2s (z(心~) + z(~ 点）） + 1:0 z(~: ば） +4z(1i). (2.9) 

(iv) Of course, the combinatorial multiple Eisenstein series satisfy (2.9) and in that cases 
the right hand side equals a modular form. Note that similar expressions have been 
obtained also by Tasaka [12]. Now taking the limit q→ 1 as in (1.1) yields the 
famous relation of Gangl-Kaneko-Zagier, [9] Example 2. 
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Theorem 2.10. Assume Z = (Zげ），z(翌含）） satisfies the algebraic double q-shuffie 

relations, then 

噂） =½+}+z(=;)-疇）
satisfies the Fay identity 

F(t)F(;:;) + F(X~-;,:2)F(y~ ざふJ+F(_;1~2yJF(X1;t2) = 0. 

Idea of proof: We use for the product F (Xi) F応） the shuffie product formula to Y1 Y2 
evaluate the products where both factors have the same inside sign and the stuffie formula 

for those where the inside signs are different. Then we proceed in a similar vein for the 

remaining terms. Finally one can check after an easy but tedious calculation that all these 

long expressions sum up to zero. ロ

Remark 2.11. (i) In [4] we show that any odd power series Z E A[[X, Y]], for which 
the Laurent series 

噂）＝ー：仕+})+疇）
satisfies the Fay identity (see e.g. [10]), gives an (explicit) solution to the double 
q-shuffie relation. 

(ii) In [9], Theorem 4, similar results are proven for the double zeta values. In analogy we 

could view the homogenous parts of F砂）F応） as extended q-period polynomials. Y1 Y2 

Conjecture 2.12. Let V be the Q-vector space spanned by the formal variables 

｛叫}s2'.1 u { z(ドご）
r2'.0 

} s1,s立 1
r1,r22'.0 

modulo the linear relations (1.2), (2.2) and those described in Remark 2.3 (iii). 

(Fl) We have 

ど(dimQgr冒(D)y + dimQ gr庁(D)y2)炉

k::>O 

1 
三 x副x,y), nr __ ¥ __ ,.., r .. ¥ , nr .. ¥,., しふ.? A/→ _9 mod y 

3 

where x叫x,y) = 1 + (1~:2)2 y十 (1-丑） (1~; り(1-砂）炉， D(x)= (i.! 丑）， 0心） = (1: 丑） and 

W(x) = L (dim(Mk(SL2(Z)) + dim(Sk(SL2(Z))) xk 
k::>4 

A(x) = .. 
企(1+砂）

＾ヽ rヽ ..

(F2) The union of sets 

{ z (;) ; 汀翌}u {誓：：：）・・:;三冒ご｝ (2.10) 
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gives a filtered basis for gr翌(D)if k is odd. For even k the elements of depth 2 in (2.10) 

satisfy四 linearrelations, where wk equals the coefficient of砂 inD(x) W(x). Moreover, 

there are ak symbols Z (: 悶） with odd s1 + r1, where ak equals the coefficient of砂 in

A(x), which complete (2.10) to a spanning set for grf (D). 

Remark 2.13. (i) We confirmed the conjecture for all weights up to 37. 

(ii) We expect that x副x,y) is the bigraded Hilbert-Poincare series for the quasi-modular 
forms for SL2(Z). 

(iii) The relations in (F2) that correspond to the Eisenstein series, are given by (2.5) 
and their derivations with respect to 8. For the moment it is not clear in which way 
the other relations coming from cusp forms are connected to the exotic relations 
described in Theorem 2.8. 

(iv) For small weight representatives for those exceptional elements are Z (旦），z(旦），
z(『:;),z(『：!), z(閏；） and zG:;). 

(v) We like to mention that the series A(x) counts the dimensions of the vector spaces 
spanned by primitive, alternal, swap-invariant polynomial bimoulds of degree k -2. 

(vi) Finally, for the combinatorial multiple Eisenstein series we expect by Conjecture 
1.8 that (2.10) spans Fil汀（名） and by the dimension conjecture in [6], we expect 
further relations, whose number equals the square of the dimension of cusp forms of 
weight k. Again, this has been confirmed with the computer for weights up to 70. 

3 The interplay between q-zeta and zeta relations 

We now study how the relations for double q-zeta values of the last section correlate to 

the relations satisfied by double zeta values. If not stated otherwise, the results in this 
section are obtained in [4]. 

Notation 3.1. Let A be a Q-algebra. In the following Z = (Z(X), Z(Xぃふ）） denotes 
a mould of formal power series 

Z(X) =苫Z(s)xs-lE A[[X]], 

Z(X1, ふ） = L Z(s凶）X戸 x;2-1EA[[ふ，ふ]]• 
s1,s22l 

Definition 3.2. Let Z = (Z(X), Z(ふふ）） be a mould. 

a) We say Z satisfies the algebraic double shuffie relations, if 

Z(X1) Z(ふ） = Z(X1, ふ） + Z(X2, ふ）＋
Z(Xリー Z(ふ）

X1 -X2 

= Z(ふ＋ふふ） +Z(ふ＋ふふ） + Z(2). 
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b) We say Z satifies the linear double shuffle relation, if 

Z(X1) -Z(ふ）
Z(X1, ふ） +Z(ふふ） + =Z(ふ＋ふふ） +Z(ふ＋ふふ） + Z(2). V V 

Of course, the generating series for (stuffle regularised) single and double zeta values 
satisfy the algebraic double shuffle relations, since (*(1, k) = (u_(l, k) for k > 1 and 

0 = (u」(1)=ぐ(1)= (叫1,1) =ぐ(1,1) + ((2) /2. 

p ropos1tion 3.3. If a mould Z = (Z(X), Z(Xぃふ）） satisfies the algebraic double shuffle 

relations, then the bimouldゑ＝（ゑ(;),ゑ（悶羹）） given by 

闊）：= Z(X) + Z(Y), 

鱈翌）：=Z(X心）十Z(Y1+ Y2, Y1) + Z(ふ）Z(Y1) +炉(~)
is symmetril and swap-invariant and thus satisfies the algebraic double q-shuffie relations. 

Proof: The invariance under swap is checked easily. It remains to check symmetrility: 

ゑ（忍）ゑ（初 =Z(ふ）Z(ふ）+ Z(Yi) Z(Y;) + Z(ふ）Z(Y;) + Z(Yi) Z(ふ）
=Z(X心）+Z(ふふ）+ Z(X1)-Z(X分

X1-X2 

＋恥＋咋Y2)+ Z(Yi + Y2, Yi)+帽）
+z(ふ）Z(Y;) + Z(Y1) Z(ふ）

＝ゑ（翌含）＋ゑ（冒）＋六（ゑ(yl凶）―ゑ(y贔））

口

Remark 3.4. (i) The bimould given by the lift of the generating series for (stuffie 
regularised) single and double zeta values satisfies Theorem 2.5 with 8三 0,therefore 
(2.7 implies Euler's formula for the even zeta values, once we know that ((2) =舟

(ii) By [9], supplement to Proposition 5, there exists a solution (3 = (f3(X), (3(X1, Xり）
to the algebraic double shuffle relations, where 

Bk 
/3(X) =ーと一xk-1

陀 22k! 

is a gener~ting series for Bernoulli number. Then the symmetril and swap-invariant 
bimould /3 needed for Theorem 1.13 is just its lift by means of Proposition 3.3. 

Proposition 3.5. Assume the bimould Z = (Z (~), Z (悶虐）） satisfies the algebraic 

double q-shuffie relations. If in addition Z (1) = 0 for all k > 1, then the mould 

（誓），z(X岱））

satisfies the algebraic double shuffle relations. 
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Proof: Obviously, we have 

where 

z(忍）z(心り =Z(汀：炉） +z(X訂~1) + X1~X2 (z(忍1)-z(心り）
=Z(ふ＋応戸） +z(X1十盃,X2)+ R(汀岱2),

R(ふぷ2) z(Xばぎ）— z(汀勺
0,0 ＝ 

Yi -Y2 Y1=Y2=D 
=LZ(「）（ふ＋ふ）k-1. 

k>l 

Since z(り=z(りwhichholds by (2.3) k 
1 0' 

, the claim follows, smce Z (』=0 fork> 1. ロ

Proposition 3.6. If a bimould Z = (Z (~), Z (ド虐）） satisfies the linear double q-

shuffle relation, then the mould玄＝（互(X),玄(Xぃふ）） given by the following power 
series 

Z(X) =誓）ー z(仇）X

Z(X心） =Z(翌炉） +½(ふ—ふ）~心 +½X1~長心，

where 
Z'(X) = Lz(『）xk-1 

k::>1 

satisfies the linear double shuffle relation. 

Idea of proof: We can write Z'(X) = Zは） + X F(X) for some power series F. Set 

1 1 
c(X心）＝ー(X1-X謹（ふ）＋ーX1F(Xリ，

2 2 

then a straightforward calculation gives 

€（ふ +x心）＋€（ふ＋ふふ）一 c(Xぃふ）一€（ふふ）＝（ふ＋ふ）F(ふ +x砂

As before 

z(ふ＋岱。~,X1) + z(X1十ぷ,X2)_ z(翌炉）— z(翌炉） =R(汀炉），

where using the above notation 

z ふ - Z  X2 R(X1,X2) = (。）（。）
o,o X1 -X2 —鳴）ー（ふ＋ふ）F(ふ＋ふ）

＝互（ふ）+zは） X1 一豆（ふ）—z(~)x2
-- --—鳴）ー（ふ＋ふ）F(X1 +ふ）

Finally, collecting all those terms yields the claim, since 

Z(X凶） =Z(xば）＋€（ふふ）．

口

Remark 3. 7. If we apply this to the combinatorial multiple Eisenstein series Q = (Q1, Q吐
then its imageりequalsthe q-series realisation of the linear double shuffle relation due to 
Gangl-Kaneko-Zagier in [9], Theorem 7. 
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